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In order to protect our personal freedoms and our national sovereignty, the time has come for "We the
People" to #ExitTheWHO
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Butterfly2510 Apr 28, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

Thank you James!! You’re amazing!

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Lara Khatchikian Apr 30, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

So very grateful for you!!! Agreed!

https://lara71k.substack.com/p/clinical-trial-data-shows-that-their
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Duchess Apr 29, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

James I thank you for making this so easy. Doing today, posted and asking friends to do this one

small thing...

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Piki Kay and the blue teapot. Apr 28, 2023 · edited Apr 28, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

I have simply started to send beautiful postcards with a positive, friendly Exit-The-WHO message.

I send them by post to our Belgian Ministers and European Parlement members, to Christine

Anderson too. Yes, thank you James for all your super advice!
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Vicki Crowell Apr 28, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

Thanks for keeping an eye on US and sharing truth
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Vicki Crowell Apr 28, 2023

A.I., need to know, we the US respect all life including the creator of all things, ElShadai
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Nanc Nanc’s Substack Apr 28, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

Thank you for all your hard work you put into this. I’ve signed and called and am passing this on.
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Andy Bunting Andy’s Skint/Broke. Older Bloke… Apr 30, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

Thanks James. Excellent action plans for many countries. Just need the useless politicoturds to get

their acts together now.
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Carlé Ban the AI Carlé’s Substack Apr 29, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

Thanks a lot for your incredible and heroic work James ! It is Light in times of darkness !
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Jorene Bokel Apr 29, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

James, thank you so much for what you do! You are a hero, like all others, who have also been

bringing out important information. Thank you for laying out the steps to act in a concrete and easy

way. It has helped me push through my shell shock and paralysis. I have written letters to my

representatives and have been spreding your information around. But today, I spent 5 hours writing

personalized letters and messages to almost everyone I know (I don't have social media).

I am building the courage to call representatives, but do not feel very confident. Are there groups of

people who practice what to say?
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Kimberly Apr 29, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

Thanks James! I’ve signed and shared and will make the phone calls Monday. God bless you in this

effort. I pray this will buy the sheeple some time for their ignorance and arrogance of thinking either

nothing is happening or nothing will happen. They don’t understand Scripture. Eventually America will

fall by hopefully by the grace of God and not by the hands of our enemies. 

🛐 ✝ 💟
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Lisa Novakowski Lisa’s Substack Apr 29, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

Thank-you, James. The more items that the World Health Organization adds to their hitlist should be

a wake-up call for everyone. We have non-elected group of people with little to no oversight wanting

to make big decisions. The organization wants to be the be all end all. The public are to left in the

dark. Does that really make any sense?
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Piki Kay and the blue teapot. Apr 29, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

This video is super in terms of asking higher dimensions for help. Even if one doesn't believe it, this

video is still a must. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmqdl16HZBM (Suzanne Gieseman explains

her insights in this subject). Everything to do with the WHO and Geoengineering and all the rest is of

such a vulgarity, such a dirty knock below the belt, and this is one of the reasons it is so difficult to

defeat it; It is about utter vulgarity against dignity. This Gieseman-video helps me a lot to mentally

stay sane.
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Cinoates Apr 28, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

Thank you Mr. Roguski!

You’re a Champion!!

🎯
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Mike Huggins THE VACCINE REAPER REPORT Apr 29, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

Obliterate it.
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niamh mc dermott niamh’s Substack Apr 28, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

Thanks James
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Dr Quinn, Medicine Woman thomas’s Newsletter Apr 28, 2023 Liked by James Roguski

Who made Who, by AC/DC
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Cathy Gardino Apr 28, 2023

We must, as a nation, leave this death sentence on humanity
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ClearMiddle ClearMiddle’s Clarifications Apr 28, 2023

Which could begin by considering why humanity would be under a death sentence to begin with.
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Karen Karen’s Substack Jun 22, 2023

Enough already. These self-annointed, self-appointed Globalist nobodies need to stay out of our

business and lives. The "they" should do something useful like teach people who are in need to

become self-sufficient instead of dependent. Stop poisoning the air, water, land and food. Clean up

the pollution , there is no climate change. Stop torturing and killing animals. Look in the mirror nobody

appointed you elitists to rule any of us.
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Judith K Walter May 25, 2023

This is the United States and we rule ourselves. We took ourselves from European rule, why would we

go back to it? No one runs us.
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Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack May 30, 2023

You been paying attention to what's been going down since 2020?
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rottenrollin Jun 5, 2023

Democrat communists run us.
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Dr Astrid Lefringhausen May 4, 2023

I am shocked that the WHO – who have NOT covered themselves in glory during the proclaimed

Covid pandemic – have the guts to demand the right to decide for citizens unfortunate enough to be

living in countries that are members what is best for their health.

If we have learned anything in the past 3 years, it is that unelected bureaucrats are the last people on

earth we want to imbue with any power over our lives.

To give the secretary-general, an individual without formal education in science or medicine, the

powers to unilaterally declare a pandemic and force measures to his liking down our throats,

overruling our own health bureaucrats (who are also no prize, but at least they are ours and in theory

know our circumstances), is not only preposterous, it is bordering on insanity. People who do not bear

the consequences of their actions should never be allowed to decide for others. Allowing them to

send shock troops to any country they want who are allowed to start force-vaccinating the population

if they so desire is in blatant breach of all international treaties and accords regarding human rights,

medical freedom and dignity. Politicians who support this pandemic treaty should be put on trial for

treason and subversion of existing laws regarding human rights.

The WHO has proven that they are corrupt, their decisions are not based in science or reality – see

the monkey pox fiasco – and should be disbanded or at least reduced to the irrelevance they

deserve.
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David A May 6, 2023

So true!! Did you see Episode 236 of Highwire.com? If it were installed on main media the

vaccine poison program would come crashing down in an hour along with all those arrogant

exterminators who think we the people are a bunch of insects to play with!… even after knowing

and suspecting this for decades, I watched 10 x because it⸺-JUST⸺-BLOWS⸺my ⸺

MIND! …people are destroyed by lack of knowledge.” That quotation is a critical part of reality. I

tried to warn as many as I could from beginning. I stayed close to podcasts by Dr. Rima,

Children’s Health Defense (RFKJR website). For company and sanity because most people

around me drank up!
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Ray Horvath, "The Source" :) Ray’s Newsletter Apr 28, 2023

James,

How can I exit the WHO, when I've never joined?

Sock puppet politicians will do as they are told, and they'll never care for me.
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James Roguski Apr 28, 2023 Author

I encourage you to record a video and express your opinion. Hundreds of people have already

done so... http://ScrewTheWHO.com
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Ray Horvath, "The Source" :) Ray’s Newsletter Apr 28, 2023 · edited Apr 28, 2023

Liked by James Roguski

Thank you for taking the time to respond. As a fellow author, I know how difficult and time-

consuming that is.

Will do.
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Sherri Rodia Jul 23, 2023

Exit the WHO now! We don't want to loose our freedom and our rights!!
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Sandy Wilson Sandy’s Substack Jul 18, 2023

Exit it by all means, but also "dismantle the WHO" then "dismantle the UN" and go on down then

"sack Klaus Schwab".
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Paul J Noel Jun 10, 2023

WE MUST EXIT TYE WHO. WE CAN NOT COMPLY TO THIS EVIL TAKEOVER 

🥺
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Dave Jun 2, 2023

GET OUT OF THE W.H.O. NOW.

Yes, I am screaming that out to the entire United States of America, GET OUT NOW!
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Willow Wills Willow’s Substack May 31, 2023 · edited May 31, 2023

I will not be governed by the Criminal WHO they can go to hell I GO WITH JESUS CHRIST AMEN
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Outdoorguy May 25, 2023

Exit WHO asap, We The People cannot let the CCP (WHO) run our lives and country! Stop the insanity

NOW!
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Sabrina L May 25, 2023

Exit the WHO!!!
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Cindy May 1, 2023

Bitchutes in england. 1740 england invented freemasonry to control all courts. George Washington

gave England control of d.c. in 1790 & thats why England burned down Whitehouse in 1812. England

fed controls every u.n. countries central bank (194+). Cadeceus is from Rome. The romans settled in

England. NASA means to deceive in hebrew and Apollo is another name for satan who was locked in

the bottomless pit in the bible (appolyon) which, is cerns location between France and Switzerland.

Balfour declaration gave false jews palestine after ww1 & ww2. All wars are bankers wars for stealing

resources & culling populations. CERNnunos has horns and he is called satan as well. Apollo was the

name given to all nasa supposed missions. 90% of those taking the hippocratic oath are hippocrites

in the bible. Also 80% of pastors lead their flocks astray due to their brotherhood affiliation.
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Barbara Something Apr 30, 2023

James,

Perhaps another very valid reason to EXIT THE WHO is this:

https://stopworldcontrol.com/pedoreport/
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BlazeCloude3 Apr 28, 2023

Am absolutely certain you KNOW the W.H.O's original Mission and CONTINUING MISSION for the

'Royal Institute's International Foreign Affairs' hiding behind the benign appearing U.N. is

DEPOPULATION just as the U.N.'s original PURPOSE WAS TO BE THE NEW/ONE WORLD TECHNO-

FEUDAL FASCIST ORDER based in Eugenics led by the old Italian 'House of Guelph', now known as

the 'House of Windsor'. The Satanics and all their Demonic Aristocracy and Banker Family Cartel is

quite the TERRORIST ORGANIZATION WITH BEING THE ORIGIN OF BOTH FASCISM AND

COMMUNISM.

After listening to speeches and reading Dr. John Coleman's books, THERE ARE NO QUESTIONS

REMAINING BEYOND FILLING-IN AND MEMORIZING THE NAMES WITH THE TIMELINE OF DETAILS

CONTINUOUSLY UPDATING.

Thank-You for your work.
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Butterfly2510 Apr 28, 2023

Never heard of the RIIFA or John Coleman!
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BlazeCloude3 Apr 28, 2023

https://youtu.be/ZsbZ3AdFxSM

It's titled "Wake Up America" and is from 1994. His books continue to be sold in various

places including Amazon. Not difficult to find.
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C. Wolf Apr 28, 2023

Dr John Coleman has been censored for his views. He is from England. Use the search

engine brave to educate yourself on his work.
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Danyèle Apr 28, 2023

For your information, Canada representative on WHO’s committee is:

Ms Josée Roy,

Director, Multilateral Relations Division for Public Health Agency of Canada

josee.roy@phac-aspc.gc.ca
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Chief Wolf Chief’s Substack Jan 20

DISMANTLE THESE EVILS
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Lynne Jaffe Nov 27, 2023

The WHO should never be given control over out bodies and our health an wellbeing!!!
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Lori Hughes Sep 30, 2023

My husband and I just watched you on Dr John Campbells YouTube channel. We really appreciate you

sharing the word about what WE the PEOPLE see with our very own eyes and the importance of

sharing what we know with everyone we can while we still have a breath in our body. God bless you

for sharing <>< , Lori Hughes
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Peter Jul 11, 2023

USA no WHO...Too much at stake here.....
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Laura Winter Jun 8, 2023

COMPANIES AND CORPORATIONS RUNNING OUR SO CALLED HEALTH. THEY ARE NOT

INTERESTED IN OUR HEATH, THAT'S JUST A SMOKE SCREEN FOR POWER GRAG. COUNTRIES CAN

TAKE CARE OF THEMSELVES. IF WE NEED HELP WE WON'T CALL THE WHO.
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Jan Blakeney Jun 7, 2023

Why is the US allowing a foreign entity to make decisions regarding any policies or laws in this

country ?? Aren't we still an independent country . This is communism through and through. Exit the

WHO . I don't think anyone is ready to become a slave .
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rottenrollin Jun 5, 2023

Exit the WHO???????

BULL !!!

GET THE US OUT OF THE UN.

GET THE UN OUT OF THE U.S.

Problem solved. AND IT IS A PROBLEM !!!
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Ronnie Russell Jun 2, 2023

Keep the USA out of the WHO!!
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Capt. Roy Harkness Capt. Roy Harkness’ Substack May 30, 2023

The WHO is a criminal gang whose members should be arrested immediately, its assets confiscated.

Frankly I'd sooner take my chances with the Medellín Cartel: At least they were honest about what

they were about.
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Deanna Minner May 25, 2023 · edited May 25, 2023

Personal freedoms and sovereignty very, very important and worth fighting for ….but WHO has

already done much harm with their way of healthcare with Protocols here in US for years well before

COVID starting with Obamacare. Please read my comments below. I would encourage anyone who

had family member who was suffering from infection, sought ER treatment to ask more questions. Did

they too receive Sepsis Protocol? Likely …..because it is required for hospital reimbursement.
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k4freedom May 25, 2023

It’s is time to exit the WHO. We need to stand up for our Health Freedoms. Dear God please protect

us. Please wake up this country. It’s time to fight for our freedom.
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Deanna Minner May 24, 2023

WHO recommendations for Sepsis protocol in U.S. hospitals had led to deaths. WHO recommends 1

hr before starting Sepsis care. This does not allow enough time to differentiate via lab results cause

of infection. For those with fungal infection, they will either die or result in limb amputation if hospital

starts WHO Sepsis Protocol. I know first hand because this was case for two of my family members.
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Christina Ireland May 19, 2023

If you go to Dr Rima's website, https://preventgenocide2030.org/ Click on TAKE ACTION and you can

send out letters to all who need to hear from you (MP's, your PM or PRESIDENT) about the actions of

the WHO to ensure they do not agree to sell our souls .. AGAIN! I am Canadian and received hundreds

of responses, as I sent all 3 letters. Choose what feels right for you but it's easy as the letter is a

template and they have set up the entire database. #exitthewho

I DO NOT CONSENT to any of this bullshitism
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David K. May 16, 2023

For over 247 years, The United States has been a "Constitutional" Republic". " We The People" not

We the government.... The Bidens, The Obama's started this path toward a "MARXIST" way of life

and gave away our secrets to the Chinese and the rest of the World! President Trump came in to try

and "STOP" it. PRESIDENT TRUMP took us out of the World Health Organization.... It is time for once

and for all to " GET US OUT "and" KEEP the U.S.A. out of the World Health Organization and the WEF

World Economic Foundation!!! The time for action is TODAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Iain Sands May 6, 2023

They are a bunch of controlled satanic scumbags along with the UN
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Annette D Alt May 5, 2023

I am praying Sen. McCarthy can work too remove America from the WHO. I am appalled that Biden is

giving away our medical freedom. Fight back NOW
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Puffin May 2, 2023

James - may I just say how lucky I was last night to catch you on a programme on TV. I live in Italy but

have the possibility to watch foreign channels (without my English TV I'd go bonkers 

😄

). I was going

through the channels and came across you on The International Reporters Roundtable, (I think it was

called). As soon as I saw your name, I gave a whoop and my hubby actually sat and watched it too.

You (and all the others), were brilliant. Thank you so much for all you do. 

🙏

(I have been trying to explain it all to my other half, but last night for the first time I think he

understood that I'm not exaggerating !!)
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Vipederson@comcast.net May 1, 2023

To protect our personal freedoms from interference by the world health organization, please exit the

WHO
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William H Warrick III MD Apr 28, 2023

This Bill would prevent the WHO Edicts from being forced on Florida. The previous rumors are false.

https://theduran.locals.com/post/3923443/this-clears-up-the-lies-about-governor-desantis-flipping-

over-to-the-fbi-police-state-its-just-a-g
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nantis.ws@gmail.com Mar 29

We the people must take a stand and say no to your goverment for all types of lockdowns.
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Shirley Gallagher Mar 6

I’ve been awake for decades but much more since 2020, I’ve been trying for years to wake people up

but to no prevail, I’m tired of being called crazy. Pray this is the end of our nightmare and the

beginning of us rebuilding our beautiful presents of sovereignty!
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Mick From Hooe (UK) Mick’s Newsletter Dec 15, 2023

Covid injections, which they call VACCINES, do not work!

Ivermectin and Fendendazole as well as other pre-existing safe and proven anti-viral medicines fight

Covid, whereas the vax does not and can KILL YOU!!

Covid 'vax' is dangerous and can frequently be DEADLY. Covid 'Vax' is designed for profit - AND to

DEPOPULATE the planet.

Covid vaccine makers avoid any/all LIABILITY by Contracting with gullible Governments who are

stupid enough to sign such ridiculous documents!

Covid Vax makers are CRIMINALS and know their materials can KILL. They must be charged with

premeditated Mass-Murder!

The Covid Plot - immediately followed up with the deadly vax injection was a sinister Plan organised

over many years by the evil Elite members of The World Economic Forum. Their eventual intention is

to convert all/any that survive the disease and the injections to become SLAVES to the Elite!

Not on my watch mate!

We're aware of your evil plans and are coming after you. There's nowhere to hide!

In November 2023, we, the people of the world, determined that the CORRUPT World Health

Organisation can no longer be regarded as honest and no longer functions in the best human health

interests. We then decided the WHO is therefore obsolete and is now regarded as terminated.

The WHO No longer exists as we declare it non-existent. The WHO is 'FINISHED'.

We the people have spoken!

Mick from Hooe (UK) Unjabbed to live a normal life and for longer!
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Quentin Jan 14

Ok and what exactly are you going to do to those elite ? Law is on their side . They can whipe out

the whole planet and stay safely in the northpole while humanity dies a slow death . No man can

touch them
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Chief Wolf Chief’s Substack Dec 12, 2023

DONE DID AND SHARED REMEMBER JESUS IS THE REASON FOR THE SEASON UNITE WITH HIM

AND LIKE MINDED
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Mary Korda Oct 14, 2023

OCT 14, 2023. So far, ONLY 53 members of the U.S. House of Representatives and ZERO Senators

have supported the Bill to 'EXIT THE WHO'. "Where are the other nine?", as Jesus asked after healing

ten men and ONLY ONE returned to say thanks. The "other nine" - Are they ignorant of the threat of

WHO and its ANTI-HUMAN ACTIVITY, that will bury them along with their COMRADS. Or, perhaps

they are just LAZY and UN-AMERICAN, or CORRUPTED by the forces behind the WEF / WHO / GATES

FOUNDATION, GABI, current ADMINISTRATION.... LET US PRAY. WITHOUT GOD, WE CAN DO

NOTHING GOOD. BLESSINGS ON 53 House Members, including Max L Miller of OHIO!!!
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Pops Sep 30, 2023

No WHO. Declare war on them and the WEF send them all to hell where they belong.
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Chief Wolf Chief’s Substack Dec 12, 2023

DEM DAMN DUMB DEMOMONICRAT WHOMICRATS
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Mick From Hooe (UK) Mick’s Newsletter Sep 14, 2023 · edited Sep 14, 2023

World Health Organisation is now CORRUPTED with influence from biased contributors (benefactors)

that have personal & financial interests in WHO Policies - For their own personal gain and WEALTH.

Bill Gates, directly & indirectly, contributes well over 50% to the running (controlling) the WHO.

The WHO (Bill Gates) wants control of all health decisions, and all announcements of illnesses, (true

or fabricated - like Covid) in order to market useless but DEADLY medicines. predominantly

INJECTIONS (that the Establishment pretends are VACCINES). For PROFIT and DEPOPULATION!

NO LIABILITY EXISTS for the makers of these deadly medicines., How can that be justified -

ANSWERS PLEASE if you think you can justify such nonsense!

Disband the WHO they are now out of control and do the bidding of those that 'sponsor' them.

The WHO (UN) Health Treaty will steal your independence and sovereignty and you will lose Freedom

of Choice - That's what the WHO TREATY is aiming for.

Bill Gates says "The most lucrative investment I ever made was (is) VACCINES"!

Gates also believes the planet is vastly overpopulated. What better way to satisfy his two prime

reasons for living?

Remember Big Pharma's Slogan = there's NO PROFIT in HEALTHY PEOPLE!

Join the dots and get real about your independence!

Mick from Hooe (UK) Unjabbed to live longer!
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Shelagh Young May 29, 2023

CLICK HERE to take action to #ExitTheWHO

Just a note, which could be "just me"...

My subscriptions are through gmail. Yes must change all that but haven't yet.

The CLICK HERE link from your email went to a section of twitter called "explore", where there were

cat and puppy videos. Has anyone else had this experience? Wondering if it's the gmail influence.

Other than that, thank you James and All for all your work on this.
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Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

May 29, 2023

IMO Phone calls work better.
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Deanna Minner May 25, 2023

As I stare at my brand new Bosch fridge with one door higher than the other, I reflect back to the box

that said “Made in China”. Just like Germans sold out a high quality product to China, giving our

medical rights over to WHO will be much of the same but not just a fridge but our lives. WHO protocol

recommendations offers low quality healthcare as thousands Americans have already died as a result

of these protocols. WHOexit must focus on these deaths. There were doctors warning about WHO

Sepsis protocol changing to 1 hour. These doctors voices need to be heard NOW.
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David Peterson May 25, 2023

Exit the WHO before our leaders abrogate our rights to the One World Order.
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Sharon D Pruitt May 22, 2023

Exit the WHO.

We The People are not giving up our rights, freedom, sovereignty or country..
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We The People are not giving up our rights, freedom, sovereignty or country..

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Evelyn Weber Evelyn’s Substack May 20, 2023

Please exit the WHO we the people refuse to give up our Sovereignty.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

jean public jean’s Substack May 18, 2023

i support exit the who. we do not want another sovereignty over us. we have the rotten cdc,nih, acip,

fda already. we dont need more corruption from teh who. who is corrupt

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Friar Tuck May 11, 2023

Ethical sceptic has many answers my friend

https://twitter.com/EthicalSkeptic/status/1656385743575449603?s=20

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

BroMumsy A Diary of the Limbic System May 10, 2023

Is there a site for those of us in New Zealand? I feel especially vulnerable here as the tiny population

has demonstrated a collective lean to total propaganda compliance. Even down to accepting the

hatred of those who claimed freedom to choose that our appalling, shameful ex pm celebrates not so

very long ago.
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Friar Tuck May 11, 2023

Ethical sceptic has many answers my friend

https://twitter.com/EthicalSkeptic/status/1656385743575449603?s=20
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Jon Olsen May 7, 2023

Signed: Here's my testimony:

No doubt most commentators will focus on the specific provisions of the amendments and treaty

proposed. Instead I will address their essential political-philosophic content regarding world history. It

is instructive to note that societies that have tolerated authoritarian tyranny have frequently self-

destructed, but not before bringing untold misery to their own populations. I cite as examples the

Nazi regime and the Japanese empire of the 1940s, and the Central and South American regimes of

Somoza, Duvalier, and Batista. The contemporary example is Ukraine with it open embrace of literal

Nazis and the now catastrophic loss of life by hundreds of thousands of their young men--all

preventable if they had merely implemented the 2015 Minsk agreements!

I cite these because what is proposed by W.H.O. is nothing short of medical tyranny. The idea that

free citizens should submit themselves to the burglarized and usurped "authority" of a single

"director general" instead of their own independent medical professional is preposterous. It cannot

stand. Trust in medical institutions has irrevocably turned to rust. The only way to redemption is by

making sincere apologies, abandoning medical tyranny, and encouraging full and honest debate on

controversial matters, ending the flagrant censorship that now prevails. If the goal of W.H.O. and its

enabling institutions is their own dismemberment and prosecutions for crimes against humanity, then

keep to your present path. Give some thought to the tyrants who were later executed, imprisoned, or

driven to lifelong exile. Consider the law of karma as you reflect on this message.

Jon Olsen
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David A May 6, 2023

Thank you both James and Dr. Rima for tireless efforts teaching and fighting the corrupt(to say the

LEAST) poisonous vine that HAS infiltrated every where in our nation. These incredibly wealthy “elite”

banking families (AND COMPANY) that started WHO need to be exposed . More people in America

need to take up a new hobby. Studying, deeply learning The Constitution and about those who have

infiltrated so we can all be vigilant guards to protecting it.
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drvMAGAMD RV’s Substack May 4, 2023

We the citizens and government of the USA must exit the WHO. We must expend sufficient thought

and effort and take any and all actions required to prevent the attempted coup designed to usurp the

sovereignty of the USA, the individual states in the union of the USA and the sovereignty of each

citizen. The WHO has no authority to supersede the Constitution of the USA and the rights of the

citizens of the USA given to us by God and guaranteed by our Declaration of Independence and Bill of

Rights. We must preserve our autonomy at all cost and prevent any takeover by the WHO, the UN, or

any other organization.
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Patricia Hayes May 4, 2023

Good morning and thank you for the opportunity to comment on the agenda for the 76th World

Health Assembly.

I have serious concerns about the overreaching powers put forth by the World Health Organization

(WHO) as a response to an emergency. As a Canadian, I do not support the idea of allowing the WHO

to take our sovereignty in the case of any emergency. Firstly, it is appalling that the organization

which declares an emergency then becomes the organization which takes control of dealing with said

emergency. To make matters much worse, an emergency can be declared for almost any issue

without scientific proof of its seriousness.

We saw during the Covid situation, that the WHO and many other health/governmental organizations

around the world responded to the ‘pandemic’ with unscientific, unproven and dangerously harmful

responses, from lockdowns, masks and social distancing to gene therapy shots. The dire effects of

those responses are only now becoming apparent.

No situation, emergency or crisis should allow the WHO to take control of countries and nation,

especially after the appalling way that this last ‘emergency’ was dealt with.

I am a citizen of Canada, free and sovereign and I do not agree with any of the plans of the WHO.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hayes

Calgary, Alberta

Canada
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ducks May 3, 2023

" The WEF and United Nations are so concerned that the goals of Agenda 2030 Sustainable

Development and the Great Reset are in jeopardy of not being fulfilled by the appointed date, that

they have called for a SUMMIT in SEPTEMBER to discuss how they can kickstart their stalled

totalitarian agenda." https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/05/king-charles-and-the-globalists-

set-meeting-for-september-to-plot-how-to-accelerate-goals-of-u-n-agenda-2030-and-the-

complete-digitization-of-humanity/
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Thomas Adams May 3, 2023

I'll determine if and when I need any medical advice, opinion, aid, or action! I have a good

understanding of this world and all of its' systems. Most people rely upon drug therapy too much and

too often. No one touches me in any way without my express approval. No one forces me into

compliance of anything I do not agree to or completely understand! ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Julie Link May 3, 2023

To all members, participants, policy makers, and stakeholders of the WHO:

Global health policies are antithetical to sound medical and health care and are an immoral usurpation

of personal liberty. As such, any global health policy or treaty should be rejected immediately.

The most personal, intimate liberty one possesses is the inalienable right to care for his or her own

body as he or she sees fit. (In the case of a minor child, that right rests solely with the child’s parents

or legal guardians.) To attempt to seize that right is unconscionable and can have no valid purpose.

Each person has a unique body with unique strengths, weaknesses, needs, and reactions to physical

or medical interventions. It is impossible to prescribe policies or treatments that will have equivalent

outcomes for all persons; to attempt such a program is highly dangerous and contrary to sound

health and medical care.

I urge you to desist from all discussions of a “global health treaty” and leave health care where it

rightfully belongs: in the hand of individuals and their caregivers.

I stand for liberty,

Julie Link

Carmel, Indiana

USA
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Lisa May 3, 2023

Letter to the HHS..."I am fed up with the government, hospital, medical, pharmaceutical, media,

industrial complex and would like to help build a holistic alternative to the WHO. The WHO are

unelected and unaccountable body of people funded primarily by Bill Gates, and various other private

entities who seek to control everyone on the plant through their vaccine passports, mandates, and

then reap record profits through those same mandates and their investments. We have just seen the

biggest transfer of wealth in history to these elites and now you want to give them more power. You

have allowed these people to foist a nightmare of lockdowns, isolation, mandates, and basically

experimental vaccines which have not been thoroughly tested on the entire world, and now many are

suffering heart, vascular, immune disfunction, and fertility problems that are just now coming to light,

not to mention emotional and developmental problems in our young people you fools created.

Furthermore you colluded with tech giants and social media to silence even credible voices from

questioning your "science" which was not science at all, but propoganda. I have no faith in the US

government and even less in these unaccountable, power hungry profiteers who claim to be non-

profit. Are you people so damn ignorant that you really think this unelected body can govern the

world better than the elected who are marginally accountable? Since only stakeholders” from non-

state actors, foundations, non-government organizations, think tanks and other “civil society”

organizations were invited to speak at this "Pandemic Treaty" you ought to have a clue about how

power hungry they are. But I doubt you have a clue about anything under this mess of an

adminstration that is bound and determined to destroy the USA. I will resist you in every way possible

and hope there are still some sane people up there who actually believe in and support our

constitution and sovereignty. If you don't I will consider you all a domestic enemy to be opposed at

every turn. I urge you to REJECT any and all proposals that undermine our constitution and

sovereignty and hand it over to this unelected and unaccountable entity. Wake up!"
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linda taylor linda’s Substack May 3, 2023

THANK YOU AND THANK YOU AGAIN FOR YOUR GREAT WORK..I AM TRYING TO AVOID

ANYTHING BUT CASH AND CHECK TO DONATE.. ANY ADDRESS I CAN SEND DONATION TO?
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James Roguski May 3, 2023 Author

Hi Linda,

Thanks in advance.

Please send an email to James.Roguski@gmail.com
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SLK May 9, 2023

Maybe you should need another email address. Google is plein

all-in with what is going on and for a longtime if not at the conception.
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Ryan May 2, 2023 · edited May 4, 2023

Compare the WHO and the 'treaty' verbiage to the essential elements of 18 USC Sec 241 -

Conspiracy Against Rights. Imagine the discovery process. Requests for Admissions, Production,

Subpoenas...
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James Roguski May 3, 2023 Author

Did you mean Section 241?
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Ryan May 3, 2023

Yes, sorry!
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Barbara Something Apr 30, 2023

WHO Regional Office for Europe and BZgA Standards for Sexual Education in Europe

type in search bar, you'll get the entire doc.
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macDuff macDuff’s Substack Apr 28, 2023

I think you're shooting yourself in the foot with your QR code. It makes me think how the WHO will be

less important when everybody who thinks it's ok to use qr codes and see their doctors and their

pharmacists will be dead and either eaten or buried depending on the fashion of the moment.
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Nirvana Bloor Apr 29, 2023

You're misinformed on the dangers of a QR code, I thought like you when I was listening to

conspiracy theorists paranoids, the things to worry about is not the QR codes, the control-

society is using QR codes to enslave and humiliate us and make us queue like cattle at the

slaughter house but QR codes per se are no danger to you or me.
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Victor Fletcher Victor’s Substack 13 hrs ago

So important to leave from these killers.
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Kathlean J Keesler May 17

Thank you.
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IWeDontTrustAidLiars May 6

The legislation bribers, pushers, orders and instructions givers and bribe takers writing it and passing

it are violating rights and laws which is called being criminal's!
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IWeDontTrustAidLiars May 6

The legislation bribers, pushers, orders and instructions givers and bribe takers writing it and passing

it are violating rights and laws which is called being criminal's!
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Racquel Apr 7

As a kingdom ambassador, I speak life over us, God declared that man will have dominion over the

earth. I decree that the righteous men and women will rise up and declare that every device,

witchcraft evil altar, and idol is summoned in the court of heaven by the Ancient of Days and judged in

The name of Yeshua, AMEN! I declare a devine restraning order of protection around God's children,

May the earth swallow the wicked WHO just like it did with the sons of KORA in the bible, Amen!

Praise God
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Racquel Apr 7

Not in support of this. The who is demonic an power hungry. STOP THE WHO! LETS PRAY AND

DECLARE THE WORD!

racq
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Eion Watson Mar 29

This is satanic in all it's make up. Get out of here as fast as possible.
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LESIA PRETORIUS Mar 29

Stop the Who
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Antonio Mar 28

The WHO is an EVIL SATANIC organization that wants to kill all human beings. Stop the WHO at all

costs. Disband the organization completely.
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Donald Morrison Feb 12 · edited Feb 12

as a retired serviceman.. in Canada.. what options do we have here ?

I do not/Will Not Comply

S.O.S. Cpl CD retired British Columbia Canada. donncoyote@outlook.com
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Douglas Waterman Jan 29

We must stop Bill Gates, Jacob Rothschild, and George Soros. They are three of the richest, most

powerful, New World Order leaders out there.
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Pat Jun 5, 2023

God help us here in Canada. James Roguski. I can't listen to you speak. For the love of God, get

someone who can just give us the straight goods in a voice that is the right pace and tone.
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Deanna Minner May 25, 2023 · edited May 25, 2023

Here’s a video of one of the victims of WHO Sepsis protocol. She passed away last fall.

https://www.kcci.com/article/she-did-it-iowa-quadruple-amputee-completes-5k-walk/33848405

This is my cousin. My 45 y/o brother also passed away within minutes of WHO Sepsis protocol in

2011. These protocols all came about with Obamacare. This is beginning of Universal Healthcare.

Equity healthcare for all. Only problem: they are playing Russian roulette because 1 hr does not allow

enough time to differentiate type of infection. Protocol treats for bacterial infection or viral in case of

COVID. My family members had fungal infections and as article below reveals, if you give antibiotics

to someone with fungal infection, it makes infection worse. Many doctors believe the lie that the

infection takes over the body, aka Cytokine Storm, and completely overlook the effect of the

pharmaceutical given that led to condition to worsen to point of death or amputation.
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Deanna Minner May 25, 2023

Here’s some articles about WHO sepsis protocol concerns. Connection?? Sepsis protocol was used

to treat COVID hospitalized patients.

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanwpc/article/PIIS2666-6065(21)00214-5/fulltext

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30728724/

https://www.nursingcenter.com/ncblog/june-2018/hour-one-sepsis-bundle
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Rosalie Grana May 25, 2023

We the American People will NEVER allow the WHO to take our sovereignty! You will NOT lock us

down or murder us ever again! WE WILL TAKE DOWN THE WHO AND THE CCP & ALL THE

TRAITORS WITHIN OUR GOVERNMENT WHO WANT A ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT!
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Deanna Minner May 25, 2023 · edited May 25, 2023

Just like MAGA republicans are focusing on fentanyl deaths with topic of open borders, WHOexit

should focus on WHO protocol recommendations for Sepsis and COVID that resulted in thousands of

American deaths. Most Americans are unaware that their family members died due to a protocol or

bundle recommended by WHO.
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James Roguski May 25, 2023 Author

If you are aware of any documents or links to the sepsis protocol, please share them!
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Florida Free May 23, 2023

Whexit
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Piki V P.V.’s Substack May 20, 2023

It is so very dirty! Many of the websites against The WHO mentioned here right now are

unreachable...blocked. The low beasts are fighting back! Very Frustrating!!!
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Cassandra Bond May 11, 2023 · edited May 11, 2023

Too hard to do this in Australia. I don't think I am stupid but I couldn't follow directions to start a

petition. There was one I signed but not others. I think maybe no one is able to navigate the system in

Australia at least? Has anyone else started a petition?
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James Roguski May 21, 2023 Author

Please sign and spread the word!

https://www.aph.gov.au/e-petitions/petition/EN5048/sign
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Cat Thompson Jumping Timelines May 11, 2023

I recently found this and wondered when the resolution was overturned?? "When the United States

agreed to join the WHO in 1948 (before television programming was widely available), Section 5 of

Public Law 80-643, 62 STAT 441 clearly stated:

In adopting this joint resolution, the Congress does so with the understanding that nothing in the

Constitution of the World Health Organization in any manner commits the United States to enact any

specific legislative program regarding any matters referred to in said Constitution."
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James Roguski May 11, 2023 Author

The United States agreed to the International Health Regulations (2005), which currently

obligate the United States in relatively minor ways. The 307 proposed amendments to the IHR

would dramatically alter the original relationship between the United States and the World Health

Organization, justifying... http://ExitTheWHO.com
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Friar Tuck May 11, 2023

Ethical sceptic has many answers my friend

https://twitter.com/EthicalSkeptic/status/1656385743575449603?s=20
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Cat Thompson Jumping Timelines May 11, 2023

Wow, 307 proposed amendments! I thought tho, that Biden basically handed the WHO

everything they asked for at the beginning of the year, did I recall that correctly? And yes,

we need to exit the WHO, I hope we have enough elected officials who will get on board.
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James Roguski May 11, 2023 Author

There has been a lot of misinformation regarding these issues.
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Cat Thompson Jumping Timelines May 11, 2023

From The Potus Papers, I found this. Is this what you understand to be true?

Imagine for a moment another pandemic breaks while Biden is President and the

World Health Organization declares that nations must create quarantine camps

and completely lockdown the country. No places of worship will be allowed to

open for safety purposes, guns will need to be confiscated, and food will be

rationed. Oh, and when a vaccine is made available, you will be physically forced

to receive it or they will take everything.

Even though most of what I just described was found unconstitutional in the

United States, Biden is about to join an international accord making that all very

possible.

Now, there is a USA Today “fact-check” out there stating that Biden has not given

away US sovereignty to WHO. The fact checked stated that, “The proposed

accord is meant to encourage global cooperation in responding to a pandemic.”

That is misinformation.

First off, they are right. Biden has not handed over sovereignty…yet. The accord

has not been fully drafted and isn’t set to be done until 2024.

Throughout 2020 WHO complained they didn’t have enough control over

pandemic restrictions and vaccine distribution.

A special session of the World Health Assembly held from 29 November to 1

December 2021 in Geneva, Switzerland, began the framework for an accord.

Nature.com reported on the outcome of the meeting:

After considering a wide range of recommendations for improving the global

pandemic response, attendees from the WHO’s member states decided to take
Expand full comment
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James Roguski May 21, 2023 · edited May 21, 2023 Author

We handed over a portion of our sovereignty when the original International Health Regulations

were adopted in 1969

https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/96616/9241580070.pdf?

sequence=1&isAllowed=y
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Cal Aylmer May 9, 2023

re pandemic treaty

from an ordinairy Canadian Citizen who has been following along.

from top to bottom, left to right, inside to outside......to EVERYTHING you are attempting to get away

with here i say emphatically

NO

NO

AND HELL NO

AND HELL WILL FREEZE OVER BEFORE I COMPLY WITH ONE SINGLE ORDER FROM ANY OF YOU

LOT OF PSYCHOPATHS

END OF!

SO CRAM THAT IN YOUR MAN WOMBS!

I COULD WRITE PAGES OF INTELLIGENT ARGUMENT TO YOU WITH ALL SORTS OF FANCY WORDS

AND REFERENCES

WHAT I'VE SAID AMOUNTS TO THE SHORTEST WAY I CAN COMPRESS IT DOWN.

ARRESTS NEED TO BE MADE
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Free Market Filly May 9, 2023

Vote "NO" and protect American sovereignty!
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Tan May 8, 2023 · edited May 8, 2023

The Great Reset and the Grand Refusal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGg9j-qCNt0
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Elsie E Connelly Elaine’s Substack May 8, 2023

Elsie E. Connelly

Exit the W.H.O. and U.N.
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g. guardian May 4, 2023

Be sane and stop the insanity!
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carolyn kostopoulos May 3, 2023

my comment to the WHO:

a big fat NOOOOOOO

the WHO doesn't need any more power; in fact, they need way LESS, maybe even none

there can't be a ONE WORLD order. every country is different, with different needs and different

cultures. that's why the EU was a terrible idea: the french, germans and italians are as different as

night and day and can't all live comfortably under the same set of rules. we've all heard the old

argument about not being able to respond fast enough in an emergency unless there is one supreme

governing body, BUT the covid experience showed that acting too fast and too uniformly is even

worse when a bunch of petty midwit bureaucrats can't let go of their stupid ideas and think they are

the boss of the whole world.

wasn't it better that sweden and florida and africa did things differently so we at least have a control

group to compare with the horrid outcomes of the nations that went along with the pronouncements

from on high? if the WHO gets any more control, there will always be an "emergency" and always a

new untested, not very effective and probably lethal "vaccine" forced on the public in complete

violation of the Nuremberg Code (does anyone have a noose? i can think of quite a few tyrannical

sadists who should swing).

so NO, NO, STOP. put your crappy egos back in the drawer. send Tedros packing and disband.

enough with the mission creep. the WHO did such a bad job that it shouldn't get another chance to

fuck up the world. there are way better uses for the money we currently flush down the drain.
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ducks May 3, 2023

European Parliament - International COVID Summit III

Dr. David Martin’s presentation to open the EU PARLIAMENT hearing today starts at 13:20 on this

video

https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/events/fluoride-report-or-systematic-review-of-the-

science-or-may-4-or-12-30pm-et/fluoride-report-systematic-review-of-the-science-may-4/
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Geert May 1, 2023

The link to the Dutch stop the WHo page does notz work. !

Could you please fix it, i have so many people i want to share this .
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Rina Apr 28, 2023

I heard you say in an interview that you had connections with people in New Zealand whom are

against the WHO.

Do you have emails, web sites, ph nr., or something, I am trying to find it them for ages but can't find

anything. You are welcome to give them my details if that is a better idea.
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James Roguski Apr 29, 2023 Author

I just started a NZ group on Signal...

https://signal.group/#CjQKIB_37CbSZpcOd-

SnFA_wqWYhjZMFXxLczZTlTMaQp9b3EhBFRNLwH8g42j8tkpG_TD0t
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Chief Wolf Chief’s Substack Apr 28, 2023

w h o is DEAD,,,, WHO? YES CORRECT.
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